
StrongMind Teacher Resource Guides
StrongMind courses for grades 6-12 in English Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, and Social 
Studies* include a Teacher Resource Guide (TRG) that provides a robust set of flexible supports for 
educators for facilitating both synchronous and asynchronous** instruction. TRGs are embedded 
within the course in the Teacher View and tailored around the unique content of each course. 

Teacher Resource Guide Components

General 
Course Resources
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Course Activity-
Specific Resources

Project-Based 
Learning Library
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General Course Resources

Course Information
• Course title
• Grade level
• Course description
• Prerequisites
• Author & publisher Information
• Copyright date

Course-Level Learning Objectives
• All TRGs list the course-level learning objectives, using the same language for both teachers

and students

• Course objectives are summative in nature and written during the planning phase of hybrid
course development to ensure alignment from top-to-bottom

Academic VocabularyMaterials List

Organized by unit, the 
list includes all materials 
used in non-digital 
activities, such as 
printable graphic 
organizers or items for 
labs and projects

Arranged by units, 
vocabulary lists identify 
key words explicitly 
taught in units

Pacing Guide

familiarizes educators with 
the TRG and the ways in 
which it can be used to pace 
a course

Bibliography 
Technical 

Requirements

Course Overview

Details unit-by-unit 
content, connections, 
projects, and discussion 
questions. Course 
overviews may vary 
depending on the type of 
course

Graphic  
Organizer Library

Details unit-by-unit 
content, connections, 
projects, and discussion 
questions. Course 
overviews may vary 
depending on the type 
of course

Lists sources for 
copyrighted content 
within courses

Includes the technical 
requirements and 
specification for 
successful use of the 
digital portion of 
a course

Etiquette Expectations 
and Literacy Skills 

Provides sample 
expectations, tips, and skills 
needed for successful 
completing the course
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Course Activity-Specific Resources

Vocabulary Activity Lesson PlansLearning Targets

Activity specific learning targets, 
which are tied to overall lesson 
and unit objectives. 

Academic vocabulary explicitly 
taught in each activity.

• Online—Designed for self-directed,
digital learning

• Teacher-Directed – Designed to be
led by instructor and includes offline
instruction activities

• Independent—Includes primarily
offline instructional activities that
can be done individually or in small
groups independently of a teacher

Grading & Scoring 
Information

Activity Preparation

Notes and links for teachers 
to consider as they prepare 
for instruction.

Materials Lists 

Materials needed for 
instruction, including offline 
materials

A resource to guide evaluation, 
especially for StrongMind digital 
assessments, with supports for 
offline activities as well

Organized by unit, supporting resources provide plans and guidance for self-paced asynchronous digital 
learning, synchronous teacher-led activities, and offline, independent student work. Resources include:
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Project-Based Learning Library

Designed for students to think critically, apply skills and concepts to real-world problems, and 
demonstrate understanding of complex course content not adequately measured through traditional 
assessments. 

One authentic project 
per semester, lasting 
approximately two 
weeks

Includes explicit 
directions and plans 
for completing the 
project

Schedule and 
pacing, materials, 
and grading 
guidance included

Prioritizes critical 
thinking, problem 
solving, collaboration, 
and self-management

*Other StrongMind courses include all the necessary teacher supports for supporting students online. They do
not include the resources for synchronous instruction.

**The activities and project-based learning (PBL) included in the TRGs for grades 6-12 core courses were 
designed with a hybrid or blended learning environment with some in-person learning in mind. Most activities can 
be adapted for synchronous learning in a virtual environment using video conferencing tools.




